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Abstract 1 INTRODUCTION

We investigate the tradeoff between labeled
The classical problem of learning a classification rule

and unlabeled sample complexities in learning
can be stated as follows: patterns from classes “1” and

a classification rule for a parametric two-class
“2” (or “states of nature”) appear with probabilities

problem. In the problem considered, a sam- P 1 = P and P2 = 1 – p, respectively; the pattern classes

ple of m labeled examples and n unlabeled ex-
are represented by feature vectors x in a common N-

amples generated from a two-class, N-variate
dimensional Euclidean space R N, the patterns of class

Gaussian mixture is provided together with
“i” distributed according to the class-conditional prob-

side information specifying the parametric form
ability density fi (x) (i = 1, 2), Labeled pairs (x, y ) E

of the probability densities. The class means
RN x {1,2} are assumed generated according to the fol-

and a priori class probabilities are, however,
lowing mechanism: a pattern class (or “label”) y e {1,2}

unknown parameters. In this framework we
is first drawn randomly according to the distribution of

use the maximum likelihood estimation method classes {p 1, P2}; a corresponding random feature vector

to estimate the unknown parameters and uti-
x c RN is then drawn according to the class-conditional

lize rates of convergence of uniform strong laws
density fv. In the supervised learning scenario, a labeled

to determine the tradeoff between error rate
m-sample { (xj, y j ), 1 < j < m } is acquired by inde-

and sample complexity. In particular, we show
pendent sampling from the distribution of pairs (x, y ).

that for the algorithm used, the misclassifi-
Using the sample, the objective is to construct a deci-

mation probability deviates from the minimal
sion rule which when presented with a random pattern

Bayes error rate by Cl(N3/5n-’ /5) + Cl(e-cm)
x drawn from the mixture density

where N is the dimension of the feature space,
f(x) = plfl (x) + P2f2(x)

m is the number of labeled examples, n is the

number of unlabeled examples, and c is a pos-
produces a label which disagrees with the true class

it ive constant.
of origin by a probability P~,,O, close to the minimal

pB~yw error rate. Formally this learning problem can

be formulated in the framework of the Probably Ap-

proximately Correct (PAC) learning model (cf. [9, 10])

as follows: Given e > 0, 6 > 0, and a labeled sam-

ple of size m = m( e, 6), construct a classification rule

which with confidence in excess of 1 — b has an error

probability
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e and ii and the dimension of the feature space N.
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mixture density, can also be used in the process of

learning classification. If the mixture probability den-

sity function

f(xl 0) =plfl (xl el)+p2f2(xl 62)

is parametric (with unknown parameters 6 = [61, 62]

and p) and is identifiable (cf. Teicher [8]) then the un-

labeled sample {xi} can be used to generate an identifi-

able density function f (x I 6) as an estimate of f (x I 6).

Identifiability ensures that the Bayes optimal decision

border {x: plfl (x I 91) = pzfz(x I ez)} can be deduced

if f (x \ 0) is known and therefore one can construct

an estimate of the Bayes border by using f (x I 6) in-

stead of f (x I 9) (such plug-in rules are asymptotically

optimal cf. Glick [11]). Once the decision border is es-

timated, a small labeled sample suffices to learn (with

high confidence and small error) the appropriate class

labels 11, 12 E {1,2} associated with the two disjoint de-

cision regions in IRN generated by the estimate of the

Bayes decision border.

Clearly, unlabeled examples, albeit of less worth than

labeled examples, can still carry information of value

to the learner. Furthermore, in many cases of practical

interest, unlabeled examples exist in profusion in na-

ture (or are inexpensively acquired) while their labeled

counterparts are few in number (or are expensive to

acquire). For example, in a two-class tree recognition

problem “Douglas Fir” and “Spruce,” unlabeled exam-

ples of these trees may exist in profusion in a forest but

labeling them requires the services of a human expert

who charges by the hour. Or, in an (idealized) cancer

diagnosis scenario, obtaining X-rays of cells maybe rela-

tively cheap compared to the cost of the expert labeling

them. A mixed sample learning system utilizing both

labeled and unlabeled examples may hence be of inter-

est where one trades off expensive labeled examples for

(very many) unlabeled examples. In such a scenario,

the learner would like to determine the exact tradeoff

between labeled and unlabeled examples. This question

was first posed by T. M. Cover [4] in the following suc-

cinct but evocative form: How many unlabeled examples

is each labeled example worth? In recent work Castelli

and Cover [2] have shown that if an infinity of unlabeled

examples is available then for identifiable classes with p,

f 1 and fz unknown, the probability of error decreases

exponentially fast in the number of labeled examples to

the Bayes risk; in related work [3] they have also shown

that if only a finite number of labeled and unlabeled ex-

amples are available but the class-conditional densities

f 1 and f2 are known with the only unknown being the
mixing parameter p, then under suitable regularity con-

ditions labeled samples are exponentially more valuable

than unlabeled samples.

In this paper we consider a parametric situation where

the class-conditional densities f~ (x \ Qi ) (i = 1, 2) are

specified by a parameter (vector) Oi c IRN. We assume

that the learner is provided with a finite mixed sample

of m labeled examples and n unlabeled examples to-

gether with side-information specifying the parametric

form of the class-conditional densities (but not the den-

sities themselves); the parameter vector 6 = [61, e2] as

well as the mixing parameter p are, however, unknown

to the learner. Our goal is to determine how the error

rate depends on the sample sizes m and n and on the

dimensionality N. The results are not immediate even

for the archtypal problem of two N-dimensional Gaus-

sian distributed pattern classes and for definiteness we

will focus on the case of Gaussian mixtures in this pa-

per. As we will see in the proof of the main theorem,

however, the analysis techniques pertain to other para-

metric families as well though the rates and constants

depend upon the family under consideration.

For conciseness, we limit our discussion in the main

body of the paper to a mixture of multi-dimensional

Gaussians with unit covariance matrices

fi(X I Ooi) H (27 f–N/2~–+ (x–eOt)T(X–eOi), i=l ,2.

To keep things simple we sketch the analysis for the case

where the mixing parameter p is identically 1/2 and is

known to the learner. The mixture density is then just

f(xl 00) = +fl(xl 6ol)++f2(xleo2).

We will suppose that the learner knows the form of

f but does not know the true parameter vector (Io =

2N The results for the general case where[co, , eo~] e JR

the mixing parameter p c [0, 1] is also unknown to the

learner are summarized at the end of the paper.

We begin with the purely labeled case where all the

examples are labeled: m < m, n = O. The results for

this case provide a useful point of comparison for the

mixed sample case.

2 PURELY LABELED SAMPLE

Given asample{(<j)yj) G RN x{l,2} : 1 < j < m}

of m labeled examples obtained by independent sam-

pling from the marginal distribution on pairs (x, y ), it

is easy to see that in the lack of any further information,

moment estimation yields optimal results.

Algorithm E For i = 1, 2, let

{~k:yfk=~,l<k<mi}

be the subsequence of examples generated by class “i.”
(Clearly, ml + mz = m.) Estimate the unknown mean

vector Ooi of class “i” by

ai=~f<jk (i=l,2),
?n.i

k= 1
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and consider the dichotomy of iRN induced by the hy-

perplane which isorthogonal tothevector~z–~l and

passes through the point (61 + 62)/2. (This separating

hyperplane is just the empirical estimate of the Bayes

decision border.) Label points in the resulting two re-

N by the subscript ‘1” ofgions R1 and R2 partitioning IR

the mean estimate ~i which they contain.

Simple Chernoff bounds now suffice to prove the follow-

ing assertion. The proof is omitted.

Theorem 1 Suppose two equiprobable pattern classes

are distributed according to N-variate Gaussian proba-

bility densuties f 1(x [ 601), fz (x I 602), both with unit co-

uariance matrices and unknown means 001, 002 c RN.

Then, for sufficiently small c >0 and arbitrary 6>0,

given

()

8N~=fllog —
E 8

labeled examples and n = O unlabeled examples, wtth

confidence at least 1 — b, Algorithm E results m a dect-

sion rule with classification error bounded by

P.,,~, < PBayeg(l + COG),

where co > 0 is a constant depending only on the dis-

tance between the means.

For a given labeled sample size, the minimal error rate

varies (roughly) as the inverse of the sample size; the

deleterious effects of dimensionality are evidenced in the

N log N term.

We now turn to the mixed sample case and our main

result.

3 MIXED SAMPLE

Let us now consider the effect of introducing n unlabeled

examples; the reduction in the size m of the labeled

sample needed to obtain a given error rate will yield

a rough measure of the worth of each labeled example

in terms of the number of unlabeled examples that are

needed to compensate for it.

Recall that the class conditional densities fi(~ I Ooi)

(i. = 1,2) are N-dimensional Gaussians with unit covari-
ance matrices and unknown mean vectors 6ot ~ iRN. We

assume in addition that the unknown parameter vector

60 = [601, 002] lies in a compact set @ C IR2N. Our

approach will be to utilize the unlabeled sample to esti-

mate the unknown parameter vector 60, hence also the

mixture density f(x I 80) = ~fl (x \ 601 ) + ~fl (x I GOI ),
from which we can then obtain an estimate of the hy-

perplane which constitutes the Bayes decision border

in this case. The labeled sample will then be utilized

to provide a labeling of the two disjoint regions in iRN
induced by the separating hyperplane.

Algorithm M Let {xi, 1 ~ i < n} be the unlabeled

n-sample obtained by independent sampling from the

mixture density f(x I 6.), and let { (tj)yj), 1 < j S m}

denote the labeled m-sample obtained by independent

sampling from the distribution of pairs (x, u ). The algo-

rithm proceeds in two steps: (1) Estimate the unknown

parameter vector 60 by the maximum likelihood esti-

mate

0 = argsup ~ ~logf(xi ] 6),
e’ce i= 1

and select as a separating surface the hyperplane that

passes through the point (81 +82 )/2 and is orthogonal

to the vector 82 – 61. (2) Label each of the two decision

regions separated by the hyperplane according to the

majority of the labeled examples in the region.

The following assertion is our main result.

Theorem 2 Suppose two equiprobable pattern classes

are distributed according to N-variate Gaussian proba-

bility densities f 1(x I 601), fz (x I 6.2), both with unit co-

variance matrices and unknown means Elol, 002 G JRN,

and suppose that the unknown parameter vector 60 =

[Ool, 602] lies in a compact subset @ of iR2N. Then for
sufficiently small e >0 and arbitraq 6 >0, given

m= c1 log6–’

labeled examples and

n. ~(Nlog e-’ +log6-1)

unlabeled examples, with confidence in excess of 1 – 6,

Algorithm M determines a decision rule with classifica-

tion error bounded by

P,,,., < PBaye,(l + c~e).

In the above, c1, C2, and C3 are positive constants which

are independent of ~, b, N, and the choice of El. ~ Q.

The main technical tool needed in the proof is a rate of

convergence in a uniform strong law for bounded func-

tions (cf. Pollard [6, Theorem 11.6.37] and Haussler [5]).

The messy technical considerations involve truncation

arguments to exploit the exponential decay of the Gaus-
sian to massage the problem into a form where the uni-

form strong law is applicable.

4 SKETCH OF PROOF

In the following, all expectations are taken with respect

to f (x I 00). We omit technical details in the proofs for

brevity.

We first use the uniform strong law to show that using

the n unlabeled examples it is possible to estimate the
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true parameter 60 uniformly over the parameter space Note that the latter quantity is well-defined and strictly

@ by its maximum likelihood estimate 8 to within small less than zero as e. # (30,

deviation provided n is large enough. This implies that

the empirical decision boundary is close to the Bayes 4.2 Extremum of the Likelihood Function
optimal separating hyperplane. We then calculate the

number m of labeled examples needed to guarantee the Suppose we can show that for a suitable choice of R >0

correct labeling of the decision regions with high confi- (possibly depending on e), the inequality

dence, !m

4.1 The Likelihood Function

Define the usual likelihood function

n

L(e) = ~logf(xi[e)
i=l

where xi are the unlabeled examples. The learner calcu-

lates the value of 8 which achieves the global maximum

of L(0); call it ~. We now proceed to show that 8 is

e-close to 60 for a sufficiently large choice of m We

first determine a value of n that suffices to guarantee

the existence of a (possibly relative) maximum of L(L3)

inside the closed e-ball at 80 (denoted by B (80, ~)). In

other words, for such a choice of n we show that there

exists some @a G B(Oo, e) such that L(9a) ~ L(60). We

then show that for all 6 outside this ball, L(6) < L(60 )

with high confidence. This will imply that by picking

the global maximum of L(6) the learner chooses a hy-

pothesis 6 which is e-close to El..2

As L(. ) is continuous in 0, it will have a (relative) max-

imum inside B(eo, e) if L(ee) < L(eo) for all points

Elc ~ i3B(e., e ), the surface of the ball of radius e at

tlo. It will transpire that this is all we need to show

that in fact L(61) achieves its global maximum in the

ball B (f30, e), As a first step we hence show that

SUP +~logf(xile)-Elog f(xle)l S;
f3c B(60, e) i= 1 (2)

holds with high confidence for a sufficiently large choice

of n. As special cases, (2) implies the pair of inequali-

ties:

sup
e.eaB(eo,e)

~~lOgf(xi lee) -EIOgf(x lee) <;,
i=l

+~logf(xi lOo)-Elogf(xleo) <:.

i= 1

These inequalities together imply that

n
f(Xi I 6J f(x I E3e) <a

S:p ; ~ log
f(~i [ eo)

– E log
t- f(~ I eo) ‘“i= 1

For (1) to hold it hence suffices if the inequality (2) holds

for a choice

f(~ I ee)
W(e)=pf E log

e f(x I eo) “

As a first step we estimate the dependence of R( e) on e

and in particular show that X(e) is not identical y zero

for any fixed e >0, We then use a uniform strong law

of large numbers in conjunction with truncation argu-

ments to show that (2) holds.

bgf(xile.) <o

f(Xi I eo) ‘
e. E ag(eo, e). (1) For small ~ >0 expand E log - in a 2N-dimensional

i= 1 Taylor series around e.: first write

We take the usual tack of comparing the empirical av-

erage
n

J-
L log

f(Xi I ee)
n f(Xi I eo)i= 1

E log
f(x I ee)
f(x / e~) ~

= f(~leo)lOgf(xl e.)dx

/
– f(~ I eo) 10gf(~ I eo) dx.

with the ensemble average
Adopt the nonce notations Di A &, Dij & ae,~~e,,

E log
f(x I ee)
f(xleo)”

and Dijk ~ ~eoia~~jaeok . Writing e. – e. = E =

(Cl,..., 6N)T, where ~ has length e, the first term be-
2More accurately, ~ will be close to either E)o =

[60 I , 002] or its permutation [130Z, eo I ]. This assertion
comes

follows from Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 of Teicher [8]
and Proposition 2 of Yakowitz [12] which together imply ~

f(x I eo)logf(x I ee) dx

that mixtures of N-dimensional Caussians are identifiable,

whence 00 is uniquely determined up to permutations of Elo I

~

= f(xl eo)logf(xl Oo)dx
and 6)oz. Such permutations create no particular difficulties
here as the decision border is unaffected by permutations of 2N

the class labels. We will keep the notation simple by ignoring
the nuisance permutation. /

+ ~ ~i f(x I 60) Dilogf(x I eo) dx
t= 1
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2N
++ ~ CtCj

[

suitable covering numbers have been evaluated. The
f(x I QO)Dtj logf(X I 90) dX uniform strong law cannot be directly applied to the

i,]=l second term since log f (x I 0) is unbounded over D c.
2N

[

However this term can be made arbitrary small for a
+ ~ ~ ~i~j~k f(X I 60) Dijk10gf(X I O.1) d~, proper choice of region D by utilizing the rapid decay

i,j, k=l
(3)

of the Gaussian outside a large enough sphere centered

at the mean. Omitting the messy details, we find that

where g’ is on the line joining O and E. the right-hand side of (4) is bounded above by 6/2 pro-

The various terms in (3) can be evaluated to show that

LX(e) = 0( e2 ) ( e ~ O). More precisely, there exist

positive constants C4 and C5 independent of N and e

such that

f(x I ee)
a(e) =i;f E log > c4&2+c5e3.

c f(x I 60)

We now estimate the unlabeled sample size n needed

to guarantee (2). Define a function class ~ as follows:

let D c RN be a compact subset of the probability one

support of f(x) and denote its complement by Dc. Let

where 1D is the indicator function for the set D. We

now have

‘p(@.::$,.,~D
f(x I 60)logf(x I 6) dx

- ~ ~logf(xi \ 9)lD(xi)

i= 1

+
/

f(x \ Oo)logf(x I 8) dx
Dc

vialed

n? ~(Nlog~-l +logh-’). (5)

Consequently, for such a choice of n, there exists a (rel-

ative) maximum of L(6) inside the ball B (00, e) with

probability at least 1 – 6/2.

The rapid decay of the Gaussian mixture will allow us

to conclude by arguments similar to (if slightly messier)

than those above that, in fact, the maximum likelihood

estimate 8 is e-close to the true parameter vector 00

(again, up to permutations). Chernoff bounding argu-

ments now readily show that the classification error of

the hypothesis (under optimal labeling of the decision

regions) is bounded above by p~~~~~5 pBayes (1+ C7E2).

Replacing 62 by e here and in (5), we obtain the un-

labeled sample complexity estimate of the theorem. It

only remains to determine the sample complexity m of

the labeled examples requisite to label the decision re-

gions optimally with high confidence.

4.3 Labeling the Partition

We have two u~labele~ regions separated by the hyper-

plane between 01 and 02 where both are e-close to their

respective true parameters 001 and 602. The probabil-

ity that the majority label of the labeled examples lying

in any one of these regions does not agree with the op-

timal labeling of the region decreases exponentially fast

in n (the binomial tail). The labeled sample estimate in

the theorem follows readily. This concludes the sketch

of the proof of the theorem.

‘~~logf(~i I O) ID(xi) >f

)
5 CONCLUSIONS

i= 1

‘P(tK;~E!,.,l~Dc
f(x \ Qo)logf(x I ~) dx

For the mixture Gaussian problem, a classification er-
ror probability of PBayeS (1+ (9(E)) can be obtained with

1)
confidence in excess of 1 —6 given a random mixed sam-

‘~~logf(xi I 8)lllC(xi) > ~ ple of

i= 1
(4)

n~ . ~(Nlog e-’ +logh-l)

The first term on the right-hand side is the probability
unlabeled examples and

of uniform convergence for functions in ~. As the func- ~M = c9 log 6–1
tions in ~ are bounded, the uniform strong law [6, The-

orem 11.6.37] can be used here to make the first term labeled examples. Compare this with the purely-labeled

arbitrary small by choosing n sufficiently large once sample scenario of Section 2 where a learner using Al-
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gorithm E requires

4N

()
~E=~log ~

labeled examples to achieve the same learning perfor-

mance. Clearly, the introduction of unlabeled examples

has reduced the demands on the number of labeled ex-

amples. As a rough measure one may take the ratio

C10N2

(m~~MmM) = e36 log N

as indicative of the number of unlabeled examples needed

to compensate for the removal of each labeled exam-

ple. In this sense, the tradeoff is polynomial in N,

~, and ~. Note that, as claimed in the abstract, in-

verting the sample complexity estimates for the mixed

sample case shows that the error rate contribution from

the labeled examples decreases exponentially fast in m,

while the error rate contribution from the unlabeled

examples decreases only as an inverse polynomial in

m Note also that the efficacy of the unlabeled ex-

amples in the algorithmic scenarios discussed here di-

minishes as the dimensionality N increases. More ex-

plicitly, the classification error probability under Algo-

rithm M deviates from the Bayes optimal error rate by

0( N3/5n.-115) + O(e–cm).

Note that the analysis will work for other parametric

families as long as the tails of the distributions are not

too heavy. In particular, the analysis works in toto for

other members of the exponential family,, albeit with

different constants.

The case of a general unknown mixing parameter p is

also easily handled in this framework. Two modifica-

tions to the approaches are indicated. In the first ap-

proach, the labeled examples can be used to directly

estimate p according to the relative frequency of class

“1 ;“ Chernoff bounds show that very good estimates of

p can be obtained from a small labeled sample. In the

second approach, p is treated as an additional unknown

parameter and maximum likelihood estimation is used

to estimate p as well as the parameter vector 00. If p

is bounded away from O and 1, a similar analysis shows

that each labeled example has to be replaced by of the

order of

c11N210ge–1

e4p11 log N

unlabeled examples to achieve the same performance.

In nonparametric cases, the tradeoff between labeled

and unlabeled examples is much more pronounced. For

inst ante, if Kernel density estimation is used to infer

the mixture density of an identifiable family of bimodal

mixture densities (including Gaussian mixtures), each

labeled example is worth roughly

C121?I N log(5+log N)

Nlog Ne*

unlabeled examples [7].
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